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ABOUT AGORA

CAMPlJ§ BRIEF§
Andean Center

Child Care
There is still time for students
A few openings for seven- and
interested in attending UNM's
Andean Center in Quito next year eight · year • old children in the
to apply. A limited number of UNM Child Care Cooperative this
undergraduate and graduate summer are available.
Rates are $35 for one child,
scholarships are available through
$48 for two and $55 for three,
ASUNM and GSA.
Northern Dlinois University will The rates are fo:t· up to 20 hours
be participating in the program of care each week. In addition,
each parent is expected to donate
for the first time.
Applications should be made as three hours of work per week.
soon as possible at the Latin The ~:enter is in Mesa Vista Hall.
American Center office, Ortega
Zero Population
Hall, room 126.
There will be a fund ra1smg
No Exit
meeting of Zero Population
"No Exit," the current Gtowth on June 17, 7:30 p.m. at
production at Old Town Studio, the Southern Union Gas Company
Wl1l be running from June 17-20. Hospitality Room, 1401 San
Remaining plays for the season Pedro NE.
are ''We Bombed in New Haven,"
Scholarship
" "Hedda Gabler," "The Miracle
Worker," "Two for the Seesaw,"
Deadline for entry in the
and "Escuriel."
Greenleaf Classics, Inc. $25,000
Reservations for the plays may &say scholarship Competition is
be made by calling 242-4602.
July 4, The subject for the essay is
"Obscenity: Censorship or Free
Acting Chairman
Choice?"
Simon T. Kao has been named
Entrants should be at least 18
acting chairman of the UNM years old. Entries, along with the
department of mathematics and entrant's name, address,
statistics for 1971·72, effective telephone, birthdate, signature,
July 1.
and name of school attending
L.H. Koopmans, chairman of should be sent to "Scholarship
the department, will be on Competition" P.O. Box 69!100,
sabbatical leave at the University Los Angeles Calif. 90069.
of California - Santa Cruz until
July, 1972, completing work on
Honors Director
his book on time sequence
John Howarth, professor of
analysis. He will resume the physics, has been named director
chairmanship of the department of the General Honors and
upon his return.
Undergraduate Seminar Programs
(USP) at UNM, effective July 1.
Howarth succeeds Dudly Wynn
in the post who is retiring after 37
years at UNM. He has been head
of the Honors Program since Hs
inception in 1959.
Howarth is on sabbatical leave,
but
will return in July to assume
RATES: 5¢ per word $1.00
his new job. He has been at UNM
minimum.
since 1964 and has been active in
DEADLINE: Noon Wednesday
the honors and USP programs as a
teacher.
TERMS: Cash

..

Jonson Exhibit
The 22nd summer exhibition of
paintings by Raymond Jonson is
now on display at Jonson Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas NE.
Paintings in the exhibition,
which will be shown through Aug.
27, were completed between June
1, 1970, and June 1 of this year.
The exhibition will be the
234th in the gallery and the 47th
of Jonson paintings since its
opening 22 years ago.
Gallery hours are noon to 6
p.m. each day except Mondays.

Agora is a Greek word meaning "open,place".
In Ancient Athens, there existed an open market
place where the people could
come and discuss problems of
living. At UNM there is also an
open place-it's foumJ. in the
Northwest Corner of Mesa
Vista, or can be called at 2773013. Someone is always there.

tlllltJUIT.
Jmil41.
~IMMtRMAN_

CASH for CLEAN ladies' clothing at
the Rng Sboppe. Wed. & Fri. of eaeb
week, 11 n.m.-5 p.m. 2123 San Mateo
NE (near Indian School Rd) 268·2823.
6/17
STUTTERERS-FREE, experimental program at UNM Speech Clinic this summer. Call 277·2948. 6/24

SERVICES

3)

PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE.
Intensive
summer .individual instruction in fundamentals by serious professional. HeaVy
practice Jn excellent darkroom. Lectures,
discussions, arguments, field trips,. crf..
tiques. Limited to eight very serious
persons. Details: 265·2444. 1717 Girard
NE. 6/17
PASSPORT, NATURALlZATION, appJi.
cation or identification photos, fast, and
inexpensh•e. Near UNM. Either eall
265-2444, or come to 1717 Girard N.E.
open evenings, weekends.

Leonard Felberg, an associate
professor of music at UNM, has
been invited to play with the
Berkshire Quartet at Music
Mountain in l<'alls Village, Conn.,
this summer.
Felberg, a native of Brooklyn,
N.Y., won a Medal of Distinction
at the Geneva Competition of
1966, has served as first violinist.
of the Toledo String Quartet, and
was a soloist with the Seventh
Army Symphony during his army
service.

FUN

COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. Styling
of long or short hair. Summer Hours:
Tues. thru Fri. 10:31)..6 :00; Sat. 8:306:00. 303 Ash NE. 243-0003. 7/29
4) FORRENT
APARTMENTS for quiet University boys.
a rooms & bath. $75 & $50, util paid.
11 blocks from University. 243-0209. 119
Walter NE. 6/17

5)

FORSALE

HIP-IIUGGERS in solid colors? Lobo
Men's Shop has 'em. 2120 Central SE.
LEVI BLUE JEAN BELLS. Lobo Men's
Shop. 2120 Centra.! SE.
SWIMSUITS & TANK SHIRTS. Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.

1969 HONDA CB360. Miicage 3644. By
faculty member. Like new, in storage
one year. Ralph _Norman, PsYchology
Dept. 265-2628. tfn.
CLEAN, ONE-OWNER 1966 Chevrolet
Impala. 67,000 milea. $875. Phone 2656063. 6/17
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FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These unit. have AM-FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/ separate deluxe Garrard
changer & four speaker system, $119.95
cash 01· terms. United Freight Sates.
3920 San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn.
1968 TRWMPH 650. Much modified. New
chrome & pistons. $1000. 265-8623. 6/17

Ken White Discusses Problems

Lack of Funds Causes Dissent

"Many of the most pressing
problems which now are causing
dissension on the UNM campus
are caused not by a lack of
freedom but by a lack of funds,"
ASUNM President Ken White told
members of the University Study
Committee last week.
White said the federal cuts in
work study money will be "highly
detrimental to the goals of New
Mexico's programs of higher
education."
"In a state wh'ere it is presently
so difficult for students to get
part·time employment, this
cut-back in the work study
program will have serious effects
upon those students who are
supporting themselves while
attending the University," he said.
"Coming as they do, in the face of

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Evety Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
. Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

Human Intellect Can he Redefined

JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machinES
have never been u.sed and are equiped
w/zig.zag, make buttonholes, etc. Will
be sold for $49 each, cash or terms.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 till 9. t!n.

)_{

Committee Meeting

Leonard Felberg

PERSONALS

Gardner Says Communication Essential
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By MARY ELLEN HANCOCK
After six months of heated election in 1973, the three
debate the voters of Albuquerque councilmen whose terms do not
will go to the polls Tuesday, June expire in 1973 shall represent the
29 to decide the future of the five districts in which they reside. At
proposed amendments to the the regular City electio,l of 197 3,
Albuquerque City Charter, councilmen shall be elected from
recommended by the the remaining three districts.
Albuquerque Charter Revision Districts shall be as equal in
population as is practical. Except
Committee,
during
the transition period
The committee, made up of 32
provided
in this section and in
Albuquerque citizens selected by
Article
IV,
Section 9, councilmen
the city commission to represent a
be
a
resident of, and be
shall
cross-section of the city,
elected
by,
the voters of that
presented the proposed charter
district.
The
amendments to the public two elected at large." mayor shall be
months ago.
The human rights amendment,
Proposition I of the new cit:y proposition
III of the
charter which begins, "the
proposed
city
charter states
purpose of. this Charter is to
"The
Council
shall
preserve,
provide for maximum local
protect
and
promote
human
rights
self-government," will provide
and
human
dignity,
shall
promote
for home rule. The proposed
and encourage the recognition and
amended charter states:
exercise
human responsibility
"The municipal corporation and shall ofprohibit
discrimination
now existing and known as the
on
·the
basis
of
race, color,
City of Albuquerque shall remain
religion,
sex,
nationa)
origin or
ASUNM Vice President Jack O'Guinn listens as President Ken White
and continue to be a body
ancestry,
age
or
physical
talks to
corporate and may exercise all
Santa
Fe.members of the Legislative University Study Committee in
legislative powers and perform all handicap. To effect these ends the
functions not expressly denied by Council shall take whatever action
general law or charter. If the city is necessary and shall enact
does not legislate, it may ordinances and shall establish
nevertheless act in the manner appropriate Commissions, boards
or Committees with jurisdiction,
provided by law."
authority and staff sufficient to
Proposition II
The second proposition, and effectively administer City policy
one of the most controversial, in this area."
increa,sed agitation for higher
increase in "vandalism, drug use, would provide for a
Proposition IV
tuition and limited enrollment
traffic,"
White
and
illicit
animal
Proposition
IV, the
mayor·council and district form
the result could be disastrous."
said.
environment
proposition,
states:
of
city
government.
The
proposed
The second financial problem
"The council in the interest of the
amended charter reads:
at UNM was the quality of the
He reassured the committee
"Prior to the next regular City public in general shall protect and
library, White told the committee.
with
an
optimistic
overall
view
of
election, three districts shall be preserve environmental features
"If the library is bad, .•. it will be
the
UNM
campus.
"The
overall
established and at that election a such as water, air and other
reflected in the academic quality.
outlook
at
UNM
is
encouraging.
councilman from each shall be natural endowments, insure the
The library at UNM is
overcrowded, understaffed and The past year at UNM was a quiet elected. Thereafter, and prior to proper use and development of
understocked with high quality one. Students have begun to turn the regular City election in'1973, land, and promote and maintain
reading matter. The cure for its to established channels of six districts shall be established. an aesthetic and human urban
ills is money and the students government to engender major On and after the rel!Ular City
(Please turn to page 7)
know it. Hence, the library is reform. The recent action by the
New
Mexico
State
Legislature
always rated high on the list of
which allows the lS·year·old vote
any student's gripes," he said.
The major administrative has had a great influence on
problem at UNM is the bringing calm to the campus.
vulnerability of the Student College students now have a
Union to outside groups of legitimate mode of political
transients and high school expression to use in correcting
those things they dislike in the
students, which has caused a great system."

'

Summer Lobo
CLJtSSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1)

Albuquerque Charter Vote
Slated for Next Tuesday

1830 Lomas

N.E.

II :30-7:00 Mon.-Sat.
A variety of Tijuana Plates-96¢

Taco

27¢

Tostado
Enchilada
Chiliburger

21¢
27¢
33¢

22¢
drink 15¢

Frijoles
Large

Extrd Le~rge

25¢

Bean & Meat

Burrito

48¢
Bean
Burrito

27¢
Meat
Burrito

52¢

Pag-e 8

Communication with men on
the moon, is sometimes easier working for a living." He another story about a child who
than communication across the continued, "The idea of going to was coloring a drawing of an
breakfast table. Bruce Gardner, a school for 12 years, working, then angel. He colored it Completely
retiring at 65 is a grand myth of
child psychologist at Colorado the
blue. His teacher came up to him
past."
State University, speaking at the
an.d
said, "Don't you know that
He said the worker of
first Lecture Under the Stars,
angels
are white?" He asked her if
stressed communication as one tomorrow will have to be trained she had ever seen an angel. She
method for "rethinking and differently for jobs of the future, said she hadn't, but she knew they
redefining 0 ur primary Society is faced with the problem were white. He looked her straight
of preparing its children for a
resource-the human intellect."
in which the experience of in the eye and said, "Well, I've
world
I·IJ ustrating the problem of the parents
seen one and they're blue."
communication, he told the story their children.is all but Useless to
Gardner said that every effort
of a five-year·old child who had
"The major institutions of mtlst be made to develop
never spoken a word. The doctors
told his parents that there was society will respond adequately to children's intellects. "We've got to
nothing wrong with him, and th.~y the demands of the future only if train children to ask questiol'ls,
resigned themselves to having a our notion of intellect is revised. not just to answer the questions
silent child. One night at dinner ln tellect is not separate from we know how to ask."
emotion, they ate all bound up
he pushed his plate away and said together."
He criticized the ttlstraints
quite clearly, "I can't eat this
Gardnllr pointed out that placed on the way a child
slop."
intelligence tests do not do what perceives the world. He quoted
When his mother recovered, she
asked him why he had never they're supposed to do. "The fact another child philosopher who
spoken before. His reply was, "Up that two people make the same said she knew for certain that God
score on an IQ test does not mean did not make everything in the
to now evel-ything's been OK."
that
they are equally intelligent," world, because her father had a
Man's Capacity
he
said.
"I don't care about IQ cameta that was made in Japan.
Gardner stressed the
points, but how a child
importance of play in the learning approaches
Pl'Oblems,"
He added, "We still separate
process for both children and
work
and play. It's a deadly
adults. "Man's capacity to be
that says it's a child's
philosophy
Angels
lllue
human is not fulfilled by merely
world
to
play
and an adult's world
To illustrate his point he told
to work."

Photo by Pete Stickle

Bruce Gardner, a child
psychologist from Colorado State
University, was the first guest
speaker for the Lecture Under the
Stars series t0 be held evenings in
front of the UNM Administration
building.

First Lecturer
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Scientists Study Chaco Canyon

I

I'

Elaborate Irrigation System Is Revealed

'

Archaeologists studying Chaco
Canyon in northwestem New
Mexico have discovered a system
of fairly sophisticated trails or
roads as well as an extensive
irrigation system that shows the
canyon's prehistoric Indians, like
the early Egyptians and
Mesopotamians, used flood waters
to raise crops.
The initial excavation was made
by Gwinn Vivian, an archaeologist
at the Arizona State Museum in
Tucson.
Vivian excavated portions of
the irrigation system and
identified four separate roads
with the longest being three and a
half miles.
Tom Lyons, an archaeologist
with the National Park
Service- UNM Chaco Canyon
Archaeological Center who is
using remote sensing 'techniques
has located additional roads.
The canyon, site of some of the
most important prehistoric Indain
ruins in the U.S., is cut by the
Chaco River.

I
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'... and.!£.[ will· decide what news is fit to print!'
Ecuador. Students attend UNM
accredited classes at the Centel;'
and live with Ecuadorian families
if they wish. Some students prefer
to live in pensions or rent
apartments, but living with a
family is the best way to really get
into the culture.
Students are also encouraged to
take at least one course at the
Universidad Central del Ecuador
or the Pon tifica Universidad
Catolica del Ecuador, which are
both located close to the Center.
Tuition at Central U is pnly $10
for the entire academic year.
Last September when I put in
my application to attend the
Center this fall, I expected to be
competing with several hundred
other eager students. I had long
talks with myself, preparing for
By PAT McARDLE.
the notice from Marshall Nason,
Incredible as it may seem, UNM the Center director, regretfully
is offering a year of study in a informing me that all the
South American country at a positions were f"Illed for this year.
price, including air fare, room,
The letter never came.
board and tuition, which is Isolationism had apparently
comparable to a year spent on the reared its ugly head and
Albuquerque campus; and less intimidated all the students who
than one tenth of one percent of had ever thought of studying
the students are taking advantage abroad. "Stay home," the beast
of it.
whispered, "You won't like it
The" program which has been there. 'fhey eat funny food. They
operating for three years can don't speak English, and they
accommodate about forty don't even celebrate the fourth of
students at the Andean Study and July."
Research Center in Quito,.
It is, however, possible to

If The

Shoe Fits

survive and even enjoy the culture
shock you will experience in
Quito. The air is invigorating at
9300 feet. The city is filled with
countless examples of Spanish
colonial architecture and art.
Inter-country travel is cheap. It's
even possible to arrange !l trip to
the Galapagos Islands and see
what Darwin saw when he stepped
off the Beagle.
The program has been
expanded this year to include
students who are not yet fluent in
Spanish. Intermediate Spanish and
a course in Spanish civilization
and culture will be offered for
students who need more
background. The center hopes to
have a course in art history for the
second semester.
. There is still time for students
interested in any aspect of Latin
America to take advantage of the
program this fall. Scholarships,
grants and loans are still available.
If you decid.;, in the affirmative,
act now. Go to Ortega Hall and
talk to Nason. Apply for your
passport· (it must be turned in to
Nason's office by July 9, in order
to obtain visas). Check with the
Student Health Center about
immunizations, and join us in
Miami at the end of August for
the flight to Quito.
Why just read about it when
you can live it?

Commentary

Times Creates 'Offensive Image'

By DEANNE STILlMAN
I neve-r thought I would
sllpport the New York Times. The
paper's coverage of recent
controversies like the Chicago
conspiracy trial has not only been
detrimental to the youth
movement, but to the public
interest as well. The Times created
an offensive image of the
"subculture," but the· present
contest with the go•vemment
forces me to side with the paper.
'today the Times is involved in
what may result in a landmarl(
Supreme . Court case testing
freedom of the press. After the
Times printed part of a series of
classified war documellts, the
government took the East. coast .
daily· to court, requestmg a
permanent injunction to stop the
paper from printing further
classified material. The
1Tovemment claimed disclosure of
the information was not in the
public interest, but the Times

Page 2

supported the people's right to
know. The court granted only a
temporary injunction and the case
is now under appeal.
Since when is the Times a
people's newspaper? This image
seems to be a recent development.
In 1969 a Times reporter
wrote, "Abbie Hoffman, one of
the Chicago 8 defendants, is .•• a
spokesman for the new youth
culture in New York and a
founder of the Yippies which
sponsored demonstrations during
the Democratic Convention."
Obviously Pulitzer Prize winner
Anthony J. Lukas concluded that
H.offman represented a group
termed the "new youth culture,"
and he cited New York as
headquarters for the group.
Throughout the conspiracy trial,
the Times repeatedly labelled
Hoffman ''leader" or
!'spokesman," usually in
eo!ljunction with the term '_'youth

culture." Lukas even wrote that
the Yippies sponsored
demonstrations in Chicago before
1\his was established in court. This
from a people's paper?
The Times creation of a
mythological youth culture was
not in the public interest. Use of
nebulous terms like "new youth
cUlture'' only confused the
people, and the addition of a
media-appointed spokesman only
continued to alienate youth from
the "establishment" press.
The Times created a false image
of Hoffman and the movement,
and the damage done will not be
offset by the paper's printing of
secret government material. But
now that the Times sees the
government for what it is, maybe
the paper will continue serving the
people it claims to support. The
public must have access to the
truth, and the .Times has finally
acknowledged that fact.

Best of Old, New Films
Shown At Local Theaters

Under the best circumstances,
the river would not be a
dependable source of irrigation
water in an area which averages
less than 10 inches of rain a year
today.
The irrigation system captured
flood waters during the canyon's
occasional storms. The water was
caught far enough up a side
canyon that it could flow
downhill and at the same time be
diverted upstream.
Then, through a series of gates,
the water supply could be released
downstream onto the Indians'
fields.
Lyons says the Chaco Canyon
Center at UNM has developed a
"recognition pattern" in the
Chaco Canyon vegetation which
he believes will lead to the
· uncovering of additional irrigation
systems in the valley.
Besides Vivian's four roads
some of which have stone borders
20 feet wide, Lyons' remote
sensing study (which analyzes
aerial photos of the area) has

Professor Eaves Becomes
Blake Newsletter Editor

(Editor's Note: When this them bad), along with the movie,
review was written the skyrocketed Lawrence and Peter
management of the Fox·Winrock O'Toole to wide popular fame.
theatre was fairly certain ";Law·
No Surprises
renee of Arabia would be playing
For anyone at all familiar with
for another week. However, the Lawrence and his Arabian
best laid plans of mice and men, campaign, the movie will provide
etc.)
no surprises or insights. But for
There are two films currently the uninitiated it is a fascinating
showing in Albuquerque which look at one of the most colorful
have nothing in common-one is a historical characters of the
new release on its first trip here, century, and the "impossible"
the other a s.even-year·old feats that brought him fame.
re-release which had made
"Bananas" was written and
uncountable rounds, even the
directed
by and stars Woody
drive-in circuit; one is
Allen,
and
it is everything he is:
near"flawless, the other shot full
screamingly
funny at times,
of them; one a comedy, the other
constantly
fantasizing,
full of
an epic-nothing in common but
surprises,
and
always
interesting
the fact that they're both in town (to say the least).
at the same time, and with the
If you can't stand Woody Allen
Lobo being issued only weekly in
you'd
better skip this movie,
the summer that's excuse enough
naturally.
But even if you do like
to lump them both together. Most him, be forewarned:
"Bananas"
movies begin their runs on
does
not
have
the
same
fast pace
Wednesdays and the deadline for
of
Woody
Allen
in
a
nightclub
or
the summer Lobo is Wednesday on a TV talk show.
afternoon obviously a
It's purely his ego indulgence
conspiracy to thwart movie
reviewers. But this time we captured on film, which has
brilliant moments but also long
prevail.
lulls. You can't come to any other
Oh yes-the two films are, if conclusion but that Allen decided
you hadn't already guessed, that with this film he was going to
"Bananas" and "Lawrence Of do a lot of insane things he had
Arabia."
always wanted to do on the street
It is an extremely elite group of
but
get arrested or punched
films that receive the vote of out might
for.
confidence from their studios
GPRating
signified by their re·release to
The sexual fantasies arc there,
first·run theaters at regular prices. of course. It's entirely possible
The film in that category which that's the main reason Allen
everyone first thinks of is "Gone makes movies, so that through his
With The Wind"-its unending own script and direction he can
success and cumulative profits are become the Paul Newman he
legendary. Many Disney classics fancies· himself. And since the
·have a five or six year setting is a revolution-torn South
cycle-"Pinocchio" will be at the American nation, there is an
Fox Winrock Theater this ample amount of killing. But
summer.
never is a drop of blood shown,
Dated Movies
and the bed scenes cut off at
But it's obviously easier to discreet moments as they used to
make a timeless animated film in serious films ten years ago.
than one with flesh-and-blood Therefore the film's GP rating.
actors, writers, director, etc. First
One of the many touches of
class acting is essential, of course. brilliance in "Bananas," which is
(A roster of "big names" in the at the Lobo Theater, is the use of
cast doesn't hurt.) "Vogue" Howard Cosell as himself, along
cinematic techniques can quickly with the ABC Wide World Of
date a movie and ruin otherwise Sports crew. You've got to be
good effects, so are generally not familiar with the pushy sports
found. in films of lasting reporter to fully appreciate the
popUlarity. Perhaps most opening and closing scenes which
important is a story to tell which feature him; they're just too much
people will always want to listen
to take at once, and, like much of
to and watch.
the movie, become funnier after
"'Lawrence Of Arabia" you've left the theater and think
definitely possesses that last back on them.
element. The enigmatic story of
Even the title of the movie is
Thomas Edward Lawrence, British · indicative of Allen's strange
scholar-soldier turned Arabian
thinking: the word "bananas" is
freedom fighter, was a relatively mentioned only once, and really
obscure one until the early sixties.
doesn't mean a thing. If Woody's
Then paperback publications Of your kind of people, this is your
his "Seven Pillars Of Wisdom" and
kind of movie.
a rash of biographies (most of
Charles Andrews

found indications of others.
Although the features have yet to
be field tested, Lyons believes
there is a 90 per cent chance the
details on th~; photos are roads,
Other prehistoric road builders
in the Americas include the Incas
in the Andean Mountains in South
America, who used an elaborate
road system to maintain the
communications which were
necessary to hold together an
Indian empire.
The purposes of the Chacoan
roads hasn't been determined. The
prehistoric Indians in Nev.r Mexico
had no wheels or beasts of
burden, although materials used in
constructing pueblos sometimes
were obtained several days away.
Road construction inciuded the
cutting of hilltops and filling of
ravines,· use of retaining walls
along hillsides, steps cut into rock,
and rock-laid steps.
The National Park Service-UNM
project now includes, besides
Lyons' remote sensing study, an
archaeological survey which
includes a detailed study of the
environment of each site and a
biological survey of the canyon
area.

QUaRt€RS

An "enormous coincidence" illustrations.
brought the Blake Newsletter and
Photo by Pete Stickle
"Blake was also an artist,"
its new managing editor, Morris
A small cache of rocks in Yale Eaves, together at UNM last fall. Eaves said. He explained the
magazine is trying to show the
Park is all that remains of the
Eaves, an assistant professor of other
talents the poet had.
stones from the Central divider. English at UNM, said he had been
Reviews and listings of works
The rocks were removed to an corresponding with the University
arroyo, and the dividers filled of California at Berkeley last year about Blake are written for the
with dirt. There will be no further while.attending Tulane University newsletter by people from all the
SCHLITZ &
English speaking countries. Eaves
attempt to landscape the median in New Orleans last year.
has contributed one of the latest
strips.
BUDWEISER
"I had been corresponding with
the newsletter and knew of their articles in the magazine, a seven I
$3.84 per case
page review of Allen Ginsberg's
financial difficulties," sairl Eaves, recordings
of Blake's "Songs of
905
adding he was very pleased the Innocence."
magazine had come to UNM.
"But," he said, "it was an
enormous coincidence that we
came to UNM at the same time."
UNM became sponsor of the
Archipenko, Mattox and Norman newletter, Eaves said, when the
Zammitt, who formerly taught at University of California, where
UNM.
the magazine was founded, could
2004 CENTRAL S.E.
The museum will be open no longer support it. The English
through Aug. 1 from 10 a.m. to 5 department of UNM pays part of
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and the cost of the publication, whiC'h
from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday. It is now printed at the UNM
will be closed July 4.
printing plant four times a year.
per person
After being closed most of
The newsletter has doubled its
August, it will reopen Aug. 30 size to 500 since Eaves became
with an exhibition of sculptures managing editor. Its new format
by Archipenko.
has been enlarged to include
reproductions of William Blake's
Every Wed. 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

tounqe

&
BaR-B-q

Rock Cache

Contemporary Sculptures
On Display At Museum
An exhibition of contemporary
sculpture along with a show of
lithographs by contemporary
sculptors is now at the UNM Art
Museum.
The exhibition will continue
through Aug. 1, also the closing
date for an American Indian art
show in the museum.
Represented in the sculpture,
chosen from the museum's
permanent collection, are
Baizerman, Archipenke, de
Rivera, Lachaise, ·UNM faculty
member Charles Mattox, Sam
Richardson, Charles Prentiss and
Vasa.
The sculptors' lithographs are
by Sugarman, Louise Nevelson, H.
C. Westermann, Richard Hunt,
John Paul Jones, Lipschitz,

yale se
..-

CASA LUNA

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL

9 9c

ALL YOU CAN EAT

THANK YOU
for your offers of help, your kind
words of sympathy
and encouragement.
Our hope is
that the problems will be resolved
to everyones' satisfaction.

GERMAN
AUTOMOTNE

We arc putting the pieces together
and remodeling to serve you even

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIALISTS
I

better than in the past.
YES, we are OPEN NO~

6015 Gibson SE

•
•

wa~~er.be4

Guaranteed
Rebuilt
Engines

x~' ~19.2$

a' .R.oa.nd.

10% Student
Discount

~lfi.t$'

and know that you will' bear with
us during this period.

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
611tterfield

Bernie Buttetfield·-Don Hayes-Bill Berg
2312 CENTRAL SOUTHEAST

268-5169
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No One Knows What the Library Spent this Year

(Editor's Note: This is the third
The only person who has any
in an eight part S!lries on UNM knowledge of library finances is
libraries.)
David Kelley, university librarian.
By JOHN HOLMES
At present Kelley is in the
UNM library facilities operate hospital and will be gone for three
in an uncertain financial world.
or four weeks .
There is little money to spend
Kelley's absence does not seem
and nobody knows how much has to bother Norris Maxwell, reader
been spent so far this year.
services librarian, who is second in
The year-end financial report is charge. "If I need anything, I just
the only indication most library sign a requisition for it," he said.
personnel get of how much is
The library received an
spent and for what.
allocation of $1.01 million last

Shake

year. Next year's projected
increase is only $7 4,000.
Over half, $521,000, goes
toward salaries. The library
emplo:ys 34 professional
librarians, each with a required
graduate degree, and 51 clerical
employes.
Librarians average about $8000
per year and clerks about $3500.
Maxwell believes the library is
understaffed.
Books comprise the major
deficiency. Over 600,000, or 44
books per student are listed while
over a million, or 60 per student
are needed.
··
In a report to the Faculty
library committee last November,
Kelley stated an $800,000 book
budget is needed. $500,000 was
requested for fiscal year 1971-72.

the blues.

About $330,000 will be granted.
Kelley contended half of each
year's book budget is spent before
it is received. The slowness of the·
university bookkeeping process
adds problems.
"We spend the first three
months waiting for the
bookkeeper to tell us how much
of this year's budget was spent
last year, the next six months
buying cautiously, and the last
three months buying
desperately," Kelley said.
Another extra cost comes when
a new book is ordered. After all
the paperwork is finished the
price of each volume goes up an
average of $2.50.
A $5000 replacement budget is
pulled from the general . budget
each year to replace lost or stolen

kopy korner

2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)

SIMMS. BUILDING
247·4406

liigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

Eat drink and be merry!

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to S'h''" 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawinss, accounting worksheets, organization
.:J>orts, oversized periodicals and books.

Employes Question Information Policy

books. Much more is spent.
Because of cost, books are
uninsurable. Constant circulation
makes it impossible to be sure
how many books are gone.
Money is spent on a constant
supply of periodicals. Some, such
as Chemical Abstracts, have been
coming in a constant flow since
1898.
More funds go toward
microfilms and a teletype machine
which keeps Zimmerman in touch
with other libraries throughout
the country.
Books from outside sources,
such as the Clinton Anderson
collection account for little since
there are simply not enough to
help.
Aside from the budget, the
library has one other source of
revenue -fines.
Fines are easily collectable
since the library is not saddled
with the time and expense of
getting them. Each fine is
collected by the cashier's office.
In 1969 the North Central
Association of Universities and
High Schools gave the library two

1ob Grade Secrecy Under Fire

:l
1

J

________________.:___________2:::::~::::::::~~::::~::::~~~::::~::::::::~:::::~::::~::::~::::::=:_:,

years to solve it's problems.
Problems directly tracable to
inadequate financing by the state
l!lgislature.
No more money has been given.
The university is spending
$30,000 for a firm of
management consultants, Booz,
Allen and Hamilton, to do a study
on library operations.
The company will study such
areas as use of personnel, space
utilization and budget allocation.
It probably will not help much.
As Arthur Devolder, technical
service librarian, says, "We do our
best, we just don't have enough
money to do the job."

YOU WILL BE READING
OVER 1000 wpm

BY JULY 30th I

Photo by Pete Sticlde

Thesis

When viewed from the proper angle these three plywood shapes,
together with the space between them, form a sculpture that was part
of Robert Arber's senior art thesis.
Five shapes in front of Hodgin Hall and the engineering complex
combine to make two sculptures which carry out Arber's theory that
sculpture can effectively utilize distance. Arber was one of four
students chosen this year to attend the two year master printer program
at UNM's Tamarid Institute.
·

Investigation of personnel
policies and practices concerning
non-academic employes at UNM is
the main objective of a committee
currently being formed by Jo
Nellany, a secretary in the English
O<'partment,
"One of the first items on the
group's agenda would be to test
legally the assertion of Ray
Barnard of the Personnel
Department that while any
resident of New Mexico may go to
the Office of Public Information
at UNM-that's Jess Price's
office-and look at the salary of
every employe of the University,
the same resident may not see the
job grades of the employes. Many
employes do not ev!)n know their
own job grade. If salaries are
public, what's so secret about job
grades?" said Nellany.
Barnard, in a letter to the ad
hoc committee on nonacademic
personnel, said, "We feel the
information you requested is
private information, however, if

FUN

you wish to contact individual
employes and if the employe
wishes to give you his or her title,
job code number and salary, he
may certainly do so."
Nellany said she personally
"will sue or do whatever is
necessary" to obtain information
about the job grades.
She cites state statute Section
71-5-1, N.M.S.l\., 1953
compilation. stating "Every citizen

Who am I?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?
Which way do I go?
Can I change the world?
Am I Alone?

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
AT UNM TURNS ON
THURSDAY 7:00 PM
Room 230 of SUB.

Every Tue. S.O PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Manager Trainee-$8000 a year
This program is unquestionably a fine opportunity to break into
a successful career representing a large corporation. You will
be trained for a supervisory position and all home office duties.

Central at University

FUN

of this state has a right to inspect
any public records of this state
except records pertaining to
physical or rhental examinations
and medical treatment of persons
confined to any institutions and
except as otherwise provided by
law.''
N ellany may be reached at
Yatoka Hall at 2509 by persons
interested in joining the study
group.

FUN

Engineering Post
Thomas T. Castonguay,
chairman of chemical engineering
at UNM, has accepted a new post
with the College of Engineering as
director of industrial relations.

Call Immediately 265-7911
Parker Career Center 1st Nat. bank bldg.-East
Suite 1716

By enrolling in the Nationally acclaimed Reading Dynamics Course which
begins now, you will be reading 1000-2000 words per minute by the end of
April. These are the rates of our average graduate. In fact, if you are not reading
at least three times more efficiently by the end of the course, we will give you all
of your tuition back. In addition our average graduate improves his comprehension 5-15%.
In addition to the reading skills learned, we will teach you the most complete studying and note-taking system given in this part of the country. You
develop this system in your own texts, so homework can be done while learning
this new skill.

There has been a climate in Albuquerque of clothing shops
using rip-off techniques and over-priced mechanisms in order
to race ahead of a student's earning capacity.
There is a change in the climate, now.

I. Better Concentration

3. Increased Comprehension

2. Improved Study Habits

4. Better Over:-AII Study Habits

The policy of Senor Pantalones:
120 Harvard SE 255·4231

• free minor alterations

5. And A Proven Note-Taking Method That Cuts Writing By At Least 50%

FIND OUT TODAY ATTEND A FREE SPEED READING LESSON

BICYCLE

• Prices will be kept within a fair markup

RENTALS

• All work on clothes will be guaranteed
• Patchwork free of charge on all pants
(even your own.)

Begin June 2nd

HOWARD JOHNSON'S MIDTOWN
ROOMM-3

Three-Speeds

June 22 through July !
3:00-5:30-8:00 p.m.

We are not in business to gouge.
We will carry all the major brands of shirts and pants

Tandems

except the major brands of crap.

Exercisers

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
EVANS LEARNING CENTERS

301 San Pedi•o Drive: NE

Sting.-Rays
-and-

Ph.• l65·-6761

Surreys

. /GAt..Li£-;

SENOR PANTALONES

"Dnc.rn7

306 Central SE

OLDSMOSILE/rf'~

Across from AHS

1601 Central NE • Call 241·0201
.. ... . .·..:.: .
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Voting Difficult in Mobile
U.S.
'

Charter Includes Mayor, District, Environment Changes

.

U.S. Senator Joseph M.
Montoya (D·N.M.) has introduced
a bill to make it easier for
increasingly mobile Americans to
vote.
Evary year one out of every
five Americans change their
residences. As millions of eligible
voters change residences each year
or are away from home on
election days, they are
disenfranchised because ·the
population is confronted with an
election system created for an
earlier, less mobile age.
The Voting Rights Act of 1970
began to correct the situation by
providing any otherwise qualified
person with a vote in a
presidential election in the place
he had lived at least 30 days prior
to the election. It also directed
the states to adopt absentee

balloting and procedures for
registration for presidential
elections. However, the 1970 law
applies only to presidential
elections and problems remain
with voting in congressional
elections.
The Senator said his bill would
extend provisions of the Voting
Rights Act of 1970 to all
congressional elections and would
provide a simple method for
absentees to register and vote.
Patterned after the one used by
the Armed Forces, the measure
would allow potential absentee
voters to use a postal card for
~bsentee registration and voting.
Voter information and postal card
forms would be made available in
all post offices and federal
buildings, at a relatively small cost
to taxpayers.
·

(Continued from page 1)

which shall not take effect until
approved
by the Council.
environment. To effect these ends
"Section
5. The mayor shall
the Council shall take whatever
receive
an
annual
salary which
action is necessary and shall enact
shall
be
set
by
the
council and
ordinances and shall establish
which
shall
be
more
than the
appropriate Commissions, Boards
annual
salary
received
by any
or Committees with jurisdiction,·
other
official
or
employee
of the
authority and staff sufficient to
City.
.Councilmen
shall
receive
effectively administer City policy
one-sixth
annual salaries equal
in this area."
of
the
annual
salary
received
by
The most controversial
the
mayor."
proposition of the new charter is
Opponents of proposition II,
proposition v which would
provide for district level citizen most vocally the Intelligent Voice
councils. The proposed charter of Albuquerque citizens group,
cite the cost of proposition II as
reads:
one
of their major objections,
"To aid in developing goals and
long-range plans at the district saying, "The salary for the mayor,
level and to promote the general city manager, and the office staff
welfare of neighborhoods and they will need, will come out of
individual residents in municipal the taxpayers pockets."
On the possibility of a tax
districts, the Council may, by
ordinance, establish an elective increase to pay for the proposed
citizen council in each district. form of city government, Trula
The Council may delegate to Ehrlich, past president of the
citizen councils authority to act League of Women Voters
upon appropriate local matters." explained, "Presently the city can
only find a new source of taxes by
Mayor-Council
Proposition II, the getting permission from the state
mayor-council amendment would legislature. Under the new charter,
eliminate the existing gratis city she continued, "the home rule
commission form of govern'ment provision provides the citizens
and would provide for a must approve any tax raise."
Objections
non-partisan, salaried mayor, a
M~x
Carmona,
of the.
city manager or business
Intelligent
Voice
of
Albuquerque
administrator, a city council made
up of six men representing has cited the possibility of
districts of approximately 40,000 "gerrymandering of districts" as
people each, with each :mothcr objection to proposition
representative a resident of his II.
"The districts will be under
district.
scrutiny
at five year intervals,"
The terms of the mayor and six
explained
Ehrlich. "The primary
councilmen would be four years.
concern
in
establishing districts is
Candidates for mayor would have
amount
of people in each
an
equal
to pay a $300 filing fee
district."
accompanied by a petition of
"After two days and nights of
1000 signatures of voters.
rioting,
I should think even
Candidates for councilmen
George
Carmack
would be
would pay a $50 filing fee with a
convinced
the
city
needs
a head,"
petition of 300 signatures.
said
Dorothy
Cline,
a
retired
UNM
Pete Dominici, president of the
Charter Revision Committee political science professor at a
explained the filing fees were. not recent public meeting. She
too unreasonable, but "high continued, "Do any of you know
enough for any citizen serious who was minding the store? Was it
Byrd, the new city police chief
about city government."
In reference to the office of
mayor, the proposed charter
reads, "The mayor shall prepare
an annual budget, hold public
hearings thereon, and thereafter
submit it to the Council. The
Council may amend the budget

to

'

,;

. I

Photo by Pete Sticl}le

Future rock throwers on Central near the University will have to
look farther than the median strip for their ammunition. Responding
to the requests of businessmen in the area whose stores were
damaged by stones hurled through their windows, city workmen
have hauled away all rocks from the divider. '!'he rocks are now
(supposedly) well out of rioters' grasps in an arroyo at Ross and
Hazeltine. The now barren dividers will not be landscaped because
there is no water capability.

No More Rocks

Social Aspects of Housing
Emphasized by Andrachek

~
PERFORMANCE
IMPORTS

A new emphasis on housing is
the objective of a course being
taught this summer in the home
economics department.
The course The Social and
Psychological Aspects of Housing,
is being taught by visiting
professor Steven Andrachek. It is
a combination of lectures "and
survey seminars in which each
person gives a report on a certain
aspect of housing that interests
them," said Andrachek.
·
Some of the topics to be
discussed are urban renewal,
housing and the aged, mobile
homes and modular homes,

6031 CENTRAL. N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY
GUARANTEED
REBUILT ENGINES

.. We speciaHze in
Volkowogens ond smoll
Foreign Cars
Phone 268-2156
Student Discount
OtHNlSGmtu

u

"

I

a'5
Sandwich Shop
OPEN

1600 Central SE

(o\cr 2~ chffcrl'lll
Mn1h~j 1 hn_j

842-6736

Mon.·Sol.

11 A.M.·3 A.M.

Suo, 1 p.M.-1 aM

housing as represented in
literature, art, radio and other art
forms, and other aspects of
housing.
The course is ''an
interdisciplinary approach," said
Andrachek, in which the student
utilizes his own background in
general social science and housing
related courses. Besides focusing
on housing from the social and
psychological viewpoint,
information is collected and
applied from many other fields
such as sociology, social
psychology, history,
anthropology, political science,
economics, and geography.
Andrachek received a B.S. in
education, and an M.A. in urban
sociology. He taught sociology
and geography at Kentucky State
College for two years and has also
been a social worker.
He is presently working for a
Ph.D. from Cornell University. His
dissertation topic is the history of
mobile homes.
It has been estimated that the
use of seat belts could reduce
serious auto accident injuries by
more than 1/3.

whose Bay of Pigs occurred before
he had a chance to re-organize?
"If the city had a full time
mayor," Cline continued, "there
would not be this problem.
Anthony Quinn, please come
home, we need you for mayor!''
At the same meeting, James
Toulouse, a local attorney, said,
"The philosophy won't work, if
we don't have the right men, but I
believe we should have a mayor
and this man should have his
power derived from the voting
public."
Toulouse also commented on
proposition V which could create
citizens councils at the district
level. "When you talk about
responsibilities to the district
voters," he said, "You're talking
about services, and we must keep
in mind the health of all the city
not just the district."
As explained by Dominici,
"The city councils of the future
may establish elected citizens
councils at the district level,"
emphasizing the "may."
Carmona referred to the human
rights amendment as a "toothless
tiger," and said, "If they say
they're going to be for human
rights and then ignore the basic
human rights of the Spanish
speaking· people, by not
publishing the charter in Spanish,

Alcoholism Film
A 27-minute color film,
"Alcoholism, Disease in Disguise,"
depicting the disease nature of
alcoholism is now available for
public use from the Albuquerque
Area Council on Alcoholism.
George Karl, executive director of
the council, said the film is best
suited for adult groups and the
upper high school grades.
Karl asks that those interested
in borrowing the film allow a
minimum of one week between
the date of their request and the
desired showing date. Telephone
reservations will be accepted at
268·6216.

then I can not be for such a
government."
So far five city groups have
come out in support of the
proposed charter amendments.
They are: League of Women
Voters; League of United Latin
American Citizens (LULAC);
American G.I. Forum; New
Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
Water; and the Albuquerque
Junior League.
The charter revision was
initiated after the state legislature
amended the state constitution to

set up home rul~ providing the
cities could achieve home rule by
forming a charter revision
committee and putting the
proposals to the public for a vote
after 6 0 days.
All registered voters (over 21)
may vote on the J;>ropositions
'l'uesday, June 29. Polling places
in the University vicinity are Civic
Auditorium, 600 Elm St., N.E.;
Eugene Field School, 700 Edith
S.E.; Lincoln Junior High School,
912 Locust S.E.; and Bandelier
School, 3309 Pershing Ave. S.E.

Lecture Under The Stars
Summer 1971
June 24-"U nited States
Economic & Political
Involvement in Latin America."
-By A. Harold Eisner,
Acting Division Chief,
Office of Latin American Republics.
Lectun:s are free and open to the general public.
Gaffe will be semed.
All lectures will be held outside-weather permitting-in

the Admin. (circle) South Patio at 8:00 pm.
Anthropology Rm. 101 will be used

in case of bad weather.

NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS!

i

*1 01 Cornell, S.E. (near U.N.M.)
268-3136
*5003 Menaul Blvd., N.E.
268-4227

I .
I;

HOURS 9:00A.M. TO 7:00P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

''

*Finest in quality audio equipment.

:•

*Sound room available for optimum compari~ons.

erent ·Posters

Whatever your personality, whatever your
taste we have a ring just for you.

*We will attempt to give you the lowest prices on
package plans.

$ I.00-$2.00
Black &White-Color-Black Light

Sonsvi, Pioheer, Teac; Harmon 1 Kenwood 1 Concord, Panasonic, Roberts, Scott,
Ampex Fisher Miracord, Garrard, Pickering, Basftapo, Electro·voice, Wallensak,
Uiah, Hatachi, Yamaha, Tenna, University, Benjamin, etc.

(across Menaul from Coronado Center)
TELEPHONE 268·4480
6609 M£NAUL BLVD., N.E.

MADRAS over 1000 Madras & Prints, Twins & DclUbles
BRASS Incense Burners, Water Pipes
ZODIAK & GREEK BAGS $1.98 & $2.98 two sizes over 1000
in stock to choose from

....

LEATHER Hats-Bags-Vests-Variety of colors sizes and styles

...

find .ha

Itnow~
Coronado Center only
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Biologists Study Lake Powell
UNM Team Probes Shoreline Effect
-,

Nambe Dances

Golf Instruction
A team of UNM biologists is
Golfers from novice to expert among a group of scientists
from ages six through 18 can funded by the National Science
receive professional instruction Foundation to study the impact
this summer through the Dick of huge Lake Powell on its
McGuire Golf School on the surroundings.
University of New Mexico South
UNM's work on the unique
Golf Course.
research project begins recently at
Classes will be conducted by the lake, formed by the damming
professionals Dick McGuire, Terry of the Colorado River near-Page,
Dear, Dwaine Knight, Albert Ariz.
Funding for the UNM part of
Lovato, Rosemary Thompson and
members of the UNM golf team. the project, headed by David Kidd
All phases of the game will be and Biology Department
covered including fundamentals, Chair man Loren Potter, is
golf swing, and playing techniques $46,409 for the first year of a
two-year proposal. Total funding
for better scoring.
Registration for the school is of the interdisciplinary research
July 12 at 8:30 a.m. at the South for the first year approaches
Newman Dance
Course. The schools will be held $200,000.
Three bands, 6 Feet Under, July 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, from
"We hope the project will serve
Ellane Newman and Sweat Band, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. There will be a as a procedural model for other
will play at a dance from 8 p.m. $5 registration fee to cover the interdisciplinary research of
impoundments in the arid
until 11 p.m. June 25 at the cost of equipment and balls.
Students are asked to bring Southwest," Potter said. "It seems
Newman Center. Tickets are
$1.50. The dance is a 4 Keys their own equipment if available. apparent tha~ the use of many
Otherwise, clubs will be furnished. different disciplines to tackle
production.
Further information on the golf problems as large · as the Lake
school may be obtained by calling Powell impoundment is
Co-op Director
imperative."
K. T. Feldman, associate 277-4546.
Among projects Kidd and
professor of mechanical
Potter
will investigate will be the
engineering at UNM, has been
kinds
of
shoreline vegetation and
named to the new position of
the
effect
of Lake Powell on it,
director: of the cooperative
the state of health of algae in the
education program in UNM's
lake, a st'ljdy of what stage of
College of Engineering, effective·
eutrophication
the eight - year July 1.
old
impoundment
is in, and levels
A
retrospective
exhibition
of
Engineering College Dean
of
concentration
of
mercury and
paintings
by
B.J.O.
Nordfeldt
is
Richard Dove said Feldman will
other
heavy
metals
and sources
featured
in
a
schedule
of
art
continue to do research and teach
in the mechanical engineering shows during the next year in the for such contamination.
The UNM team will have
UNM Art Museum.
department.
available
recent aerial photos, of
The
exhibition
by
the
New
Approximately 40 UNM
the
Lake
Powell area, including
Mexico
artist
is
being
organized
engineering students are in the
multi-spectral,
color, and black
by
former
UNM
art
department
co-op program. They work for
and
white.
This
type of "remote
one semester with industry and chairman Van Deren Coke and
sensing"
technique
has been used
will
be
held
duirng
the.
spring
spend the other semester of an
at
UNM
in
other
research
projects
semester.
academic year taking regular
and
originated
with
photographs
The
museum
will
close
this
course work. Academic credit is
taken by satellite in the U.S. space
given for each semester of on - summer on Aug. 1 at the program.
conclusion of an American Indian
the- job training in industry.
Kidd's work closely parallels his
art exhibition and an exhibitioll
of contemporary sculpture and research project at Elephant Butte
Reservoir in New Mexico. He has
lithographs by sculptors.
It will re-open Aug. 30, been funded by the Department
showing sculpture by the of Interior for another year
well-known Russian and American studying algae, mercury
contamination, and
artist Alexander Archipenko.
Opening during the first week photosynthesis in that large
of September will be an impoundment.
RA'l'ES: 5t per word $1.00
Potter served as plant ecologist
exhibition illustrating the 19th
minimum.
century renaissance of etching.
The fall schedule also includes
DEADLINE: Noon Wednesday
the annual purchase show, the
TERMS: Cash
faculty exhibition, a print show,
and an exhibition of Rembrandt
1) PERSONALS
etchings.
WANTED: PERSON to tutor struggling
B-esides the Nordfeldt
student in Intra. Psych. Stats. course. retrospective, the spring schedule
Call 345-0381. 6/24
includes an exhibition pertaining
STUTTERERs-FREE, experimental proto Soleri 's work, the annual
&rmn at UNM Speech Clinic this summer. Call 277-2948. 6/24
master's theses and student shows,
2) LOST&FOUND
and "Albuquerque Collects," an
exhibition which will be organized
LOST: Small Brown Leather Pars~ from
D-1 psycholo.gy barraeks, on Wed., June
by Friends of Art.
17. Please retlll'n or send to Psychology
Additional exhibitions will be
Dept. (at least I.D., kes, and checkbook). No qUestions asked. 6/24
announced later.
The 11th annual Nambe Pueblo
ceremonial Indian Dances will be
held Sunday July 4 at Nambe
waterfalls. Dancing from other
tribes and pueblos will also be
displayed at the event. Admission
will be $1 at the gate and $1.25
for dinner which is optional.
There are campgrounds and
cooking areas on the pueblo land.
To get to Nambe Pueblo travel
north on highway 4 28 miles
north of Santa Fe, turn east at
Pojaque pueblo and follow the
signs to Nambe Falls.
For additional information call
Nellie Mirabal at 277-3889.

Maxwell Schedules
Nord/eldt, Solerni
For Fall Exhibition

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

3)

PASSPORT, NATURALIZATION, appli·
cation or ld<Jntification photos, fast, and
inexpCIIJ!ive. Near UNM. Either call
265-2444, or cotne to 1717 Girard N.E.
open evflnings, weekends..
COLLEGE lNN BARBERsHOP. Styling
of Jong or short hair. Summer Hours :
Tues. tbru Fri. 10:30·6 :00; Sat. a :30·
6:00. 303 Allh NE. 243-0003. 7/29 _

.. '.

FORSALE

1960 MEIWURY MONTEREY. $100. 2664670, Sun. tbtn Thurc. after five. 6/24
CONVERTIBLE IMPALA 163. Clean &
in goo_ d meoha.nleal shape. Call 277-34411
10:00-10:30 a.m. only, or •ee at 307't:o
Columbia SE, 6/24
.
HIP-HtrGGERS in solld colors 1 Lobo
...).'.t:en's Sholl :has 'em, 2120 Central SE.
LEVI BLUE JEAN BELLS. Lobo Men's
Shop. 2120 Contral SE.
SWIMSUITS & TANK SHIRTS. Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE.
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines, TheSe machines
have never l>een used and are equiped
w/zll!"-t.ag, make buttonholes, ete. Will
be sold. for $49 each, cash or terms.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Ollen 9 till o. tfn.
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS, These nnlta have AM-FM stereo
receivers vt/8 track pla:ver. Also come
contplete w/ separate dclttte Garrard
chan(l"er & fotl1' speaker syatetn. $119.95
cllsh ·or terms. .Unlt<!d Freight Sales,
3920 San Mate<> NE. O»en 9 till o. tfn.

-
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that Lake Powell probably has a
life span of no more than 150
years, the average for western
reservoirs. It is expected that the
lake will be subject to heavy
population pressures in the future.

FINAL WEEK
TONITEI 7:35 • 9:45

Astory or the young...
for tho young
and theyoungatheart!

-

AHALw••••a
REDBIWAT

MDANINB

36"

PHOTO
POSTERS

Photo by Pete Stickle

Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
y~ur Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
and white or color snap·
shot for Speedy One
Week Service.

..

Suppression of Documents Fails

$398 eac h
3 posters of same
$10.00
-------------COUPON----------NAME ___________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
NUMBER ORDERED _ _ __

BRA,lr

AMT. ENCLOSED----5604 MENAUL BLVD .. N.E.

PHOTCi

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110

presents

Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-oldtown-

11

! and 9 pm

1984"

June 24
Edmund O'Brien, Jon Sferling,
Michael Redg rave

"I LOVE YOU ALICE B. TOKLAS"
July 1
Peter Sellers, Jo Van Fleet,
leigh Taylor·Young

You are tho Image and

Likeness of God. No

mortal or mortal opp(>$er
af Truth can deny you of
that Divine Love and Life.

"THE PUMPKIN EiATER"
July 8
Anne Bancroft, Peter Finch,
James Mason, Maggie Smith

"THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA"
July l5
l.on Chaney

Christian Seien~e Org.
To-nit& 7. pm ·sua

,July 22
Tha Marx Brothers

WI•LLAIB
,

This is the one movie you
should not see alone.

l'"''"' BRUCE DAVISON ·SONDRA LOCKE

ElSA LANCHESTER

ERNEST BORGNINE as Martin

lAl
~OWSticiW.N&~--;;o; 7 :

"HORSE FEATHERS''
.

IN COlOR

Also "THE VAGABOUND''
Charlt& Chaplin

.
'

and

[G:i?J

~
NEW MEXICO LOBO

"

Yale Hotel

A group of travelers and street people sleep under the trees in
Yale Park one early morning before passing cars or the sun disturb
them.

U.S. Court Upholds Free Press

ASUNM FILM COMMITIEE

Thursday at

UNM Among 20 Schools
Getting HEW Drug Funds

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED TUTORING in English
Com)losition at aU levels & editing of
papers for foreign students. 255-4351.
6/24

5)

on the preliminary study of Lake
Powell sponsored by the John
Muir Institute and will continue
to coordinate biological aspects of
the research. He will study the
effect of the fluctuating lake
levels on the 1,000-mile shoreline
vegetation and investigate sites
whiclr indicate increased seepage
from the millions of acre feet of
water which have seeped into the
Navajo sandstone.
Because heavy metal
contamination - mercury - has
been found in Navajo Lake by the
New Mexico Health and Social
Services, the UNM team will try
to trace the source and movement
of such contamination through
sediments, plants, invertebrates,
and into game fish.
The UNM scientists point out

The U.S. Supreme Court
decided in favor of the New York
Times June 30 in what may be a
major turning point in the
American newspapers' guarantee
of freedom of the press according
to the First Amendment of the
Constitution.
The Court was acting to
determine the legality of the
publicati-on of classified
documents by the New York
Times and Washington Post. Also
printing the documents were the
Boston Globe, Chicago
Sun-Times, St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, Los Angeles Times,
Knight Newspapers, Inc. and the
Christian Science Monitor.
The 2.5 million word study of
the history of American
involvement in Indochina spans
the Truman, Eisenhower,
Kennedy and Johnson
administrations.
Commissioned by Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamera
three years ago, the document
traces American policy since
World War II until the Paris peace
talks.
Recently, Daniel Ellsberg, a
40-year-old Massachus~Jtts
Institute of Technology professor
who served on the committee
drawing up the documents, has
ad mit ted turning over the
classified documents to the Times.
Included in the Times
condensation of the report were
several rather sensational
revelations of escalation of the
war.
Perhaps the most striking news
was Johnson's plans in 1964 to
wage an all-out war, almost a year
before announcing the decision to
the public. Johnson's decision was
made, said the Times sources,
''despite the judgment of the
Government's intelligence
community that the measures
would not cause Hanoi to cease its
support of tlie VietCong
insurgency in the South and that
the bombing was deemed
militarily ineffective within a few
months."
The documents also chronicled
the military aid to the French in
the early 1950's by the Truman
Administration; the
encouragement of the overthrow
ot President Ngo Dinh Diem of
South 'vietMm in 1963; plus the

Thursday, July 1, 1971

"broad committment" in Vietnam
inherited by Johnson from
Kennedy.
Fear concerning the spread of
communism was apparently the
main American reason for initial
American involvement, but as the
war evolved, American face-saving
became the main consideration.
The study revealed that
mounting bombing attacks on
North Vietnam became so
intensive that Thai pilots in
American planes bombed
northern villages near the Laotian
border on Aug. 1 and 2, 1964.
A list of Vietnamese targets
drawn up in May was almost
immediately available following
the Tonkin bay incident.
"Through 1964, the . . .
operations ranged from flights
over North Vietnam by U-2 spy
planes and kidnappings of North
Vietnam'ese citizens for
intelligence information, to
parachuting sabotage and
psychological warfare teams into
the North, commando raids from
the sea to blow up rail and
highway bridges and the
bombardment of North
Vietnamese coastal installations
by PT boars," the Times said on
June 13, referring to clandestine
attacks by U.S. troops.
The very presence of U.S.
destroyers in the Tonkin Bay may
have been responsible for the
attack, the report infers.
Deterioration of strength of
pro-American government in

After the Tonkin Bay affair,
Johnson "met with 16
Congressional leaders from both
parties whom he had summoned
to the White House. He told them
that because of the second
unprovoked attack on the
American destroyers, he had
decided to launch reprisal air
strikes against the North and to
ask for a Congressional
resolution," the Times says.
"The Pentagon study gives no
indication that Mr. Johnson
informed the Congressional
leaders of United States'
responsibility for and command
of the covert ..• raids on July 30
and Aug. 3," the Times
continued.
As soon as the Pentagon Papers
began to be published in The
Times last week, Zimmerman
Library moved to assure their
availability on campus. The. three
consecutive issues of the Times in
which the articles appeared were
put at the Information Center
where they may be signed out for
reading in the library.
In addition, photocopies were
made of the articles, including all
the documents, for further Use by
University students.

The two most controversial
amendments to the 1917
Albuquerque City Charter were
defeated June 29 by a light
turnout of voters.
Amendments two and five
which would have given
Albuquerque a paid major and
city councilmen and
council-established advisory
councils in the districts, were
defeated by a sound margin.
Amendment two was defeated
12,502 to 10,226, Proposition
fivt! defeated 14,097 to 8,081.
Proposition one which
establishes "home rule" was

approved 16,066 to 6,537.
Proposition three, which is
concerned with human rights
passed 14,843 to 7,683.
Environmental protection in
Proposition four was accepted
15,503 to 6,942.
A few Heights polli11g places
did report a favorable voter
reaction to the second
proposition, but majorities were
small.
The home rule law will give the
Albuquerque government the
right to make all legislative
decisions not specified as duties of
the state government.

South Vietnam and Laos and
"North Vietnamese and Patet Lao
advances in Laos were seen as
having a direct impact on the
morale of the anti-Communist
forces" and this deterioration was
kept a secret from both the U.S.
people and Congress.

UNM will receive about
$43,000 from the Office of
Education of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) to set up a student-run
drug abuse education program.
The HEW program is an
experimental one set up under the
Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970. A total of $700,000 has
been allocated, to be divided
among 20 participating
universities. 350 universities wrote
proposals to HEW applying for
the program.
The program at UNM, called
Directorate of Drug Resources for
University Groups (DDRUG ), is
directed by a policy committee
headed by Jim Trost, a doctoral
student in behavioral
pharmacology.
The drug programs "are to be
conducted strictly by students "
Trost said. The reason for this, an
outside consultant for HEW told
Trost, is that HEW, after
operating and evaluating many
costly drug programs, found the
only successful ones were those
run by students or ex-addicts. The
20 current projects are to serve as
models.
The UNM group has to date
received $4,300 on the basis of
their preliminary proposal, and
will get the balance of the grant
when their detailed proposal, to
be submitted Aug. 15, has been
approved by HEW. The project
should be implenented for the
fall semester.
The UNM·based drug project,
will be "A comprehensive
integrated program of drug abuse
education, coordinating elements
of existing campus crisis
intervention and drug information

centers, as well as several
community agencies."
DDRUG will be divided into
five sections.
Section I includes "a general
lecture series fo1• students 011
pharmacological, phychological,
sociological and legal facets of
drug U$e and misuse; seminars and
discussion groups on drug use for
student leaders and faculty; and
workshops for training of students
to work within campus and
community drug information
agencies."
Section II will be a drug
screening agency. Street samples
will be analyzed in a local NARA
laboratory and the results made
public.
•
Section III will "integrate and
expand the drug programs" of
Agora, M.A.S.H., and Rap,
ASUNM bot-line.
M.A. S .H.'s program will be
"extensively" expanded under the
project. Steve Hubbard, member
of the policy committee and
ex-co-director or M.A.S.H., said
the main expansion will be the
recruiting and training of student
volunteers.
Section IV will be concerned
with collecting, screening, and
dispersing unbiased information
about drug use in coordination
with already established drug
information resources,
particularly those of the
Albuquerque Drug Information
Center and the Albuquerque
Public Schools.
Section V is the administrative
branch, and will consist of a
board, comprised of the heads of
the four major sections, an
administrative coordinator and a
secretary.

Photo by Pete Stickle

Carnation

Conna Maeder admires
carnation given her by vendor
Steve Sullivan on the Mall after
helping him sell his wares.

